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Motivation
The High-Integrity Real-Time Systems (HIRTS) DARP project at York 
is investigating:

architectural modelling of HIRTS
use of contracts to explicitly capture dependencies, so as to enable 
(partial) incremental certification
automated static analysis and testing of systems against contracts.

Considering a variety of modelling technologies, including:
UML and OCL.
Avionics Architectural Description Language (AADL)

Industrial partners providing guidance and constraints.
BAE Systems
Rolls-Royce
Qinetiq

An early conclusion was that transformations on models would be 
an essential technique to apply within the project.
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Some Drivers
Any technology has to be appealing and attractive to the 
industrial partners.

BAE Systems has strong take-up of UML; less so from other 
partners.

Scalability is critical.
We’re dealing with large, messy architectural models that must 
be analysable.
Transformation technology must be fast, easy-to-use by 
modellers and engineers, and should be stress-tested (leading 
to easier take-up).

Transformation technology should not be modelling 
language dependent.

Initial work might propose UML, but must anticipate the 
aftershocks of AADL on the community.
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Some Requirements on Transformations
Avoid knowledge of internal representation and data 
structures.
Avoid requirements to use specific modelling tools.

Each company has specific IT constraints that are inflexible.
Transformations should be checkable for correctness.
Efficient.
Maintainable.
Piece-wise construction.

Can we build transformations on parts of languages, while 
ignoring other parts? 
Can we easily extend and modify the transformations later?
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Our Approach - TXL
We intend to investigate the use of TXL in this domain.
TXL is a general-purpose language transformation tool 
due to Cordy et al at LegaSys and Queen’s University, 
Canada.

www.txl.ca
Applied successfully in practice in re-engineering 
banking systems for Y2K.
Practical experience with its use on transforming more 
than 4.5 MLOC.
Practical experience with using it for design recovery.
Little experience with its use on model transformation.
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TXL
The tool is grammar- and pattern-based. 
An input text (e.g., in XMI or ASCII) is accepted and a 
parse tree constructed.
Transformation rules are specified that transform the 
tree into a new tree.
Unparsing produces output text.
A TXL specification thus consists of:

two or more grammar specifications for languages.
a set of structured transformation rules that can be applied to a 
subset of non-terminals within the grammars.

Advantages: grammars can be reused (there is a 
library); TXL provides facilities for making modifications 
to existing grammars automatically.
Questions: is it expressive enough?
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Transformation Specifications
Rules are specified on non-terminals (which capture rooted sets of 
sentential forms).
Each rule specifies a target type to be transformed, a pattern, and a 
replacement.
Example:

a pattern to match while loops in C and a replacement in Pascal
The rules are used to search parse trees.

rule map_while_statements
replace [statement]

‘while E [expression] {
S [repeat statement]

}
by

‘while (E) ‘do ‘begin S ‘end ;
end rule
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Model Transformation
We have been experimenting with TXL for model 
transformation, based on mapping a profile of UML to 
Java as proof-of-concept.
Makes use of XMI as a text representation of UML.

Nothing specific to the approach that requires XMI (YMMV).
Reuses existing grammar specification for Java 1.4. 
Writing a grammar specification for the UML DTD.
Piece-wise feature of TXL helps here - we can easily get 
something working without having to implement the full DTD.

After ensuring there are no non-terminal name clashes, 
we have:

defined an integrated grammar for UML+Java
identified corresponding non-terminals
built a number of mapping rules.
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Example: Transforming Packages
rule map_packages

replace [package]
< ‘Foundation.Core.Package >
< ‘Foundation.Core.Package.name>
I [id]
‘</ ‘Foundation.Core.Package.name >
P [repeat package_contents]
‘</ ‘Foundation.Core.Package >

by
‘package I ‘{ P ‘}

end rule
Additional rules to transform package contents.
Wrapper functions apply the rules over the contents of a model.
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Example: Transforming Classes
rule map_classes

replace [class]
< ‘Foundation.Core.Class >
< ‘Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
I [id]
‘</ ‘Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name >
C [ repeat class_contents]
‘</ ‘Foundation.Core.Class >

by
‘class I ‘{ C ‘}

end rule
Note similar structure to pattern for packages
This structure is replicated for all container-like modelling elements, e.g., 
attributes and operations.
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Example: Class Invariants
We have also mapped contracts.
Based on OCL grammar and iContract for Java.

rule map_invariant
replace [invariant]
<‘Foundation.Extension_Mechanisms.Stereotype >
< ‘Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
‘invariant
‘</ ‘Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name>
A [ repeat single_state_assertion+ ]
‘</‘Foundation.Extension_Mechanisms.Stereotype >
by

‘/*@invariant A ‘*/
end rule
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Mapping Relationships
The pattern-based approach offered by TXL makes it 
reasonably straightforward to transform

associations
generalizations

Each relationship has a source/target classifier in the 
XMI representation.
When such a pattern is detected, replace it with

one or more attributes that are collections (usually requires 
symbol table information to be managed and output on reaching 
end tag of a classifier).
an extends or implements relationship (usually easy to do 
because parent information can be represented as attributes in 
XMI).
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Discussion
We view TXL as a back-end technology for 
implementing large-scale transformations efficiently.
May need to link to graphical modelling techniques.

Usability of grammar specifications and text specification of 
rules needs to be assessed.

Multiple view transformation.
Can TXL be used for lightweight consistency checking?
Yes: can build up symbol table information, etc.

Links with architectural modelling, e.g., AADL.
Is there a need for relational transformations in TXL?
Large case studies.
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